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THE 
BEACHSIDE 
DESTINATION 
EVERYONE’S 
WAKING UP 
TO
The sun is up on the reimagined QT Gold Coast. Is 
this the chicest place you’ll ever walk sand through? 
Unlace yourself to barefoot indulgence and 
oceanfront deco, dripping with the promise of a never 
ending summer. Stay afloat between surf and sky, 
head poolside and swim laps in luxury. Dive, recline, 
spa, drink, dine, dance and never stop, this is your 
designer playground to explore. Follow the neons to 
Yamagen Japanese, wander the Bazaar Marketplace, 
and kick back in rooms where golden hues meet sun-
kissed serenity. The rest, is relaxation.



PUBLIC 
SPACES
QT Gold Coast is designed to transport guests to 
a modern coastal escape. Designed by QT Hotels 
long-time collaborator and celebrated designer, 
Nic Graham, the hotel is inspired by ‘Miami Heat’ 
meets ‘Palm Springs Chic’. A crisp black and 
white palette is contrasted with boho chic and 
bold Missoni infused patterns with a pop of 
Miami neon tones. 

The open spaces and décor have a playful edge, 
which exude vibrancy and transience – an 
entrance installation by artist Jennifer 
Steinkamp, who works with video and new media, 
creates an intrepid design punch on arrival.



ROOMS AND 
SUITES
Open the door to your personal paradise. Where 
good times and downtime collide in a perpetual 
state of bliss. Follow the high tide or lay low, you 
choose your moment to shine. Plenty plush with 
Queenslander character, you’ll feel right at home in 
the comfort of this splash pad. Playful pops of 
colour and chic vintage vibes, the quintessential 
culture of the Coast is alive and well inside. So 
come on in, the air is salty and the design is fine.

The 293 designer guest rooms feature a crisp and 
chic palette with a whole lot of vibrancy. Glistening 
in Gold Coast water views or the Hinterland, the 
boldy-designed rooms are rich in scenic luxury. 
Guests can indulge in a luxurious king bed and a 
private balcony to bask in the sunset hues. 
The renovated ocean view suites are enhanced 
with contemporary Australian art by Kate Ballis 
and Tom Adair, with an eccentric pop of neon 
amongst a boho aesthetic. Open wardrobes with 
bold Missoni inspired backings, beachy timber 
floors and chic furniture create a coastal and 
forever summer vibe. 

Every element has been designed specifically for 
each room with a focus on luxury and embracing 
eclectic and bold design, tailored for an edgy and 
unforgettable QT experience. 



qtQT
CABINS
A destination in its own right, qtQT is a unique 
open-air sanctuary oozing contemporary coastal 
cool. An escape where laid-back flirts with luxe, 
the six qtQT Cabins each feature a private 
balcony, set within a tropical green oasis and a 
golden horizon. Guests can book one or secure 
all six cabins exclusively, with each cabin suited 
for up to two guests or perfect for a solo escape.

qtQT Cabins give guests the choice to either 
unplug, without the distraction of televisions, or 
book all six cabins exclusively. Guests can make 
their stay even more unique with individualised 
Curated Experiences. These experiences are 
bespoke activities organised by qtQT's Curator of 
Sunshine, a dedicated concierge to curate 
unforgettable stays. From elevated feasting on 
The Terrace, an al fresco dining area, followed by 
star gazing by the firepit or bespoke local bucket 
list dreams made a reality.



EATING AND 
DRINKING
Japanese cuisine dreams peppered with 
Yamagen’s innovative magic. Spaces designed in 
industrial chic for dining in sensory delight. Strut 
into a night at Stingray lounge and create 
tomorrow morning’s stories. We’ll be waiting at 
FIXX Café in sunny glory. Laze poolside at The 
Spring, with a menu just as refreshing as a dip in 
the pool, and taste the memories of summers past. 



BAZAAR INTERACTIVE MARKETPLACE
Pack your passport for tastes unknown, Bazaar is your marketplace of global flavours. For those seeking out delicious 
treasures, we’ve mapped out your pursuit of street food pleasures. From Middle Eastern souk to Latin American bodega, 
tradition marks your Gold Coast dining spot.
Serving vibrancy by design and dishes made to order, this is a reinvention of hotel dining for the gastronomic explorer. 
Slow-cooked meats and fresh seafood peppered with innovative spice.
Executive Chef Greg Benney and his team have created a unique dining experience that pulses with thrilling city energy. 
Come join us in quirky QT style and get immersed in culinary culture.



YAMAGEN
Traditional Japanese cuisine alive in a playful Tokyo dream. Neon lights and statement style, Yamagen is where you’ll 
taste it. An izakaya dining experience made to share for a night of vibrant refined flavours. Smoking signature kushiyaki, 
sushi and delicate market-fresh sashimi.

As the Gold Coast’s first fine dining modern Japanese restaurant, we have a history of igniting senses. Electric Tokyo 
feels matched with tasty culinary worship. With Omakase dining we let you choose your own food adventure. Drink to 
vibrant nights and relaxing times by indulging in the country’s most extensive Japanese whisky collection.
Executive Chef Adam Lane sets the Gold Coast dining trend with his mix of old school and innovative Asian flavours. 
With a star-studded background and international acclaim, in Adam’s culinary arts we trust.



STINGRAY LOUNGE
We’re going back to Cali. Away from the Goldie’s usual scene, Stingray is the stylishly eclectic place to be. A perfect mix 
of coastal connections that flow way down to Mexico. Over 50 in-house Tequilas served with bites – a snack menu of 
delicious Baja Californian chasers.

Attracting a rare mingling of tourists and locals, Stingray nights come with a salty air of fleeting fun. Splashes of pop art 
and lounge booths surrounded by a buzzing sun-kissed atmosphere. Weekend DJs to send you dancing into balmy 
nights. A cheeky evening played out in sophistication. Where you’ll make whimsical holiday moments to tell your friends 
back home.



THE SPRING
Come dabble in the exotic aquatic at The Spring, the Gold Coast’s latest poolside precinct. Cork-popping Palm Springs 
style meets famous QT hospitality; you’ll be afloat in designer luxury. 
Deep dive into bubbly vibrations with cocktails and freestyle, delectable flavours from Japanese izakaya, Mexican 
infusions and Mediterranean seafood delicacies. 

Indulgence is always in season at The Spring, so reserve a sun-drenched afternoon in our luxe QT Cabanas, soaking up 
the lazy ambience of bottle service and Riviera chic. Evening breeze, meet palm trees. 
Warming you up with day spa activations and chilling things down with Sunday Sessions; come play with us soon at The 
Spring - the temperature is perfectly cool.



FIXX CAFE
Hitting you in the morning sweet spot, at FIXX Café your golden hour treats come served with a ray of sunshine. In the
morning stumble in post sleep-in for a fresh organic breakfast. In the afternoon, we roll out the red velvet for a devilishly
irresistible high tea. Extra dollops of jam and cream and endless pops of bubbly. We take a Surfers’ twist on tradition with
hearty additions for savoury satiation.



QT AT HOME
QT Hospitality at Home. How delightful!

QT At Home is a wonderful experience you get to enjoy in your very own home.
We’re serving the unique flavours of our best loved restaurants right from your kitchen. One of our acclaimed chefs will 
create something sublime and all you’ll have to do is add a little flair, boss everyone around in the kitchen, then take all 
the credit.

And what is fine dining without fine wining? We dread to think. Our Sommeliers and award-winning bar staff are letting 
the drinks flow straight to your door.



MEETINGS 
AND EVENTS
Rooms for meetings eclectically cool, where
there’s space to hit refresh. Sip drinks poolside or
in lavish ballroom sophistication.

High-ceilings and space to mingle among guests.
Designer guest rooms with ocean views and
venues that cater to all types of occasions.

Gala dinners, exclusive product launches,
conferences, meetings and everything in
between.

Every space with a sense of colour, and every
special event with edge.



SPAQ
When you need a break from all that Gold Coast
shopping, surfing and sun (it happens), reset at
SpaQ.

A very open, light and visual space, SpaQ has
been cleverly designed to deliver a five-star take
on the Gold Coast’s vivacious and vibrant
personality.

SpaQ Gold Coast has a total of six treatment
rooms — two of which have been designed to
flexibly combine to create a nurturing couple’s
space. There is also a birds-eye-view nail bar,
Hammam-inspired steam and ice room and a
soothing relaxation lounge for guests to enjoy
post-treatment.

Staff are recruited not only for their
qualifications and experience but also for their
intuitive ability. This ensures spaQ can deliver on
its guest commitment to provide spa experiences
that best suit an individual’s needs at that time.



COLLABORATORS

NIC
GRAHAM
INTERIOR DESIGNER

Australia interior designer Nic Graham is 
celebrated for a variety of residential, 
commercial and hospitality projects in the 
Asia-Pacific region and  has made a name for 
himself delivering the cool and quirky interiors 
of QT Hotels & Resorts.
Graham has been running his own studio in 
Sydney with a small team and has worked in all 
of the traditional design categories including 
architecture, furniture and product design and 
interiors. 
Nic and his team are passionate about the finer 
details in their projects, and continue to 
collaborate with artisans, artists, furniture 
makers, graphic designers and engineers to 
make memorable spaces and noteworthy 
design ‘moments’.

NAOMI GREGORY

SPA CONSULTANT
Naomi Gregory is one of Australasia’s most 
sought after spa consultants, bringing an 
exceptional wealth of knowledge to the 
development of spaQ. 
Gregory describes spaQ as a “designer spa” 
experience, with an underpinning philosophy 
that treatment experiences should be especially 
crafted for each guest, ensuring the very best 
outcome for optimum wellbeing, rejuvenation 
and vitality. Gregory has developed an 
impressive portfolio including working and 
consulting at world renowned spa locations such 
as Chiva-Som International Health Resort in Hua 
Hin, Thailand. 
Prior to her involvement in these prestigious spa 
projects, Gregory developed and managed her 
own health retreat in Byron Bay; later making the 
switch from operator to consultant after 
overseeing more than 25 spa locations in three 
countries for Mandara Spa Asia. Gregory 
currently oversees spaQ in three QT Hotel & 
Resort locations including Sydney, Gold Coast 
and Falls Creek



FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT

Stephanie Manning-Soiza
Marketing and Communications 

Manager, QT Gold Coast

Stephanie_soiza@evt.com
0422 212 625
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